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ave you ever been to an artist’s studio before? You will realize
that pictures and paintings have a language they communicate,
mostly the language of emotions and feelings. Language is a
means of communication that has no known accurate approved origin.
I believe that people, creation and things are born with a language and
a means of communication by default.
You may not hear an animal talk to you, but animals do
communicate with each other in a language that they understand. If
you must communicate to something that is not in your own realm of
creation, then you will have to use the language of that realm. Language
is given to creation according to the realm or form they are created to
operate in by God. he realm or form of humans, animals, celestial,
microscopic and many others. Every creation of God has a language of
communication.
Language is a means and a tool for communication for proper
relation between beings in the diferent realms and spheres. We can use
it to express an intention, motive and/or desire. Some are visible while
2
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others are not such as feelings. Trying to ind the origin of language is
like trying to rediscover how God created the very beginning. here
is surely a beginning to everything ever created by God, but since
our knowledge is limited, we cannot categorically give an accurate
explanation of the origin of language or which is the irst language
on the earth. Nevertheless, every creation of God has a language of
communication.
I believe that there was a time when people spoke only one
language on earth. As far as we can remember, when God created
Adam and Eve in the Garden of Eden, they had only one language,
until the tower of Babel. I do wonder what language God spoke in
Genesis chapter 1 that led to the creation!
he irst time there was a speaking in the book of truth was the
speaking of God in Genesis chapter 1 which led to the creation of the
Earth. he language used was the language of God and we have little
understanding of it, but it has to be supernatural. I believe there are
many languages ranging from that of men and humans to angels and
spirits to the celestial beings and bodies and that of other creations. It is
written that even creation groans and sings praises to God. When Jesus
Christ walked the earth, he spoke to creation ranging from the element
of nature to the plants and weather patterns. We also saw through
scriptures how many prophetic people spoke to celestial bodies and
elements of nature to work on their behalf, these creations adhered to
them and obeyed. he creation must have heard their voices as they
spoke.
I believe that there are many languages and one was the creation
language while others were given by God to people at the tower of
Babel. Overtime, language has evolved and man in his intelligence has
created more languages. here is yet another language that is supreme
to all which is the language of light. his ‘light’ as a language is a
personality that causes creation. his language is the summation of all
languages. All creation no matter the sphere understands this language
when it is being spoken to. I believe it is the same language that
prophetic people of old used to speak to the elements of nature and to
celestial bodies.
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God is light and light as a language speaks of illumination and
revelation. Light has been the tool of creation from the very beginning.
God used Himself to create! Almost every creation of God has a
component of God in it. he angels and celestial beings are created
from light as well as the starry bodies. Man has an element of light
in him. Everything that has ever been created in the heavens and the
earth has God in it in the person of Christ Jesus, he Light.
Hath in these last days spoken unto us by his Son, whom he
hath appointed heir of all things, by whom also he made the
worlds.
Hebrews 1:2
here is a realm that you can operate from which gives you the
power to speak to any creation of God through light and revelation.
Your natural language may not be truncated, but that spiritual
supernatural language that God puts in all His creation is activated
when we ascend into that realm. No wonder in spiritual encounters,
you don’t speak with your mouth, but communication is done by spirit
via the language of light!
When you reveal light, you immediately have knowledge of truths
and realities in God because God is light and everything moves in life
for His glory. When you are caught up into the realm of the spirit, you
just realize that another dimension of you switches on. It lights up like
Jesus Christ on the mount of transiguration. We have another of our
nature that is light that lies within us, it takes the revelation of God to
reveal and express that in us.
We carry revelation and truth when we radiate light which is why
we are called the children of the living God. What makes God living
is because He gives life to whatsoever He comes in contact with! he
nature that Jesus revealed on the mount of transiguration is the true
spiritual nature of a son that represents and reveals God. No wonder
a voice spoke from heaven conirming His Sonship and Lordship over
all. We also have come into that nature and sonship through grace
in Christ Jesus. he scripture says that God made His angels winds,
but His ministers a lame of ire. John the Baptist was referred to as a
burning and a shining light in his days. We all carry a similar nature of
4
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light as Jesus Christ radiated on the mountain top. We do business in
the spirit realm from that reality of light within us.
When you are caught up in the spirit realm seeing a tree or any
creation that exists within that sphere, if you so desire to know more
about it, approach it and the nature of light in you takes in itself
the ability to relate and understand that creation. he language of
communication in the spirit realm is majorly light and revelation. his
is embedded in every creation of God. We can relate with them when
we engage them from that reality and nature of light.
Since the language of God is light and revelation, and everything
He created came from light as He spoke from the beginning, ‘let there
be light,’ then everything living and non-living sustained some degree
of light in itself. It is true that in the spirit realm, all things are living
and nothing is non-living because God who is the living God gives life
to whatsoever is within His reach.
Hebrews 1 gave us and understanding that God upholds all things
by the word of His mouth not by the frame and structure on the earth.
God put creation in place as He created them and the elements of
nature are given their proper position to function. his creation hears
the voice of God spoken via the language of light, that is why ater
many eons, they still obey God and keep His ordinances daily. You will
never hear that the sun refuses to shine or the moon or the stars got
tired of doing that which they were created for.
Do you realize that the trees in the Garden of Eden were not just
ordinary trees, but trees that are living and carrying life in them! his is
why they had trees like, the tree of the knowledge of good and evil and
the tree of life. he trees in the garden has a life form and a knowledge
of God within them. Everything in the spiritual realm has a life form
and a knowledge embedded in it.
Have you ever had an encounter before of seeing animals and
plants as part of the creation of the spirit realm? hese plants and
animals are living and sustain some degree of knowledge in them. You
will be amazed to see some of them speaking to you and revealing
certain counsels to you. All the creation of God works for His glory,
5
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whether living or non-living because all have a spiritual nature that
can be revealed by light and revelation. People do have encounters in
the spirit realm seeing eagles, lion, ox, goat, birds, snakes and many
more animals. Some see trees and diferent vegetation. hese things
are seen living in nature with life and realities in them that can impart
knowledge. No wonder the trees and river in the Garden of Eden had
spiritual nature, truths and realities beyond the normal.
When Adam was to name the creation of God, through light
and revelation, he was able to name each creation by having the
understanding and knowledge of what each creation entailed in
the heart and mind of God. he language of light and revelation is
supreme and ultimate to all language, but for proper communication
and relationship between diferent spheres and realms, God gave
His creation diverse languages according to their realm of operation.
He gave animals a language, plants another language, man another
language and as many other creations so that they can communicate
with each other appropriately. Human beings are the most complicated
creation of God and we are created to explore other creations. We
sustain a higher ability in God and He gave us the potential to
procreate under Him.
Humans were created with a single language, but with the potency
to procreate other languages as God permitted. Man was able to
permutate and combine many languages to create another resulting
to diferent cultures and traditions. When we trace back to the point
of the division of the languages of the human race on the earth from
Babel, it seems as if God was so interested in the division when men
began to desire to be gods sustaining the wisdom of God, but He
preferred man to be uniied.
Nimrod was an evil ruler and a hunter of the souls of men in his
time. His mother was a witch who killed his father and married her
son who became king in the place of his father. his propagation of
darkness granted him an alliance with the devil who gave him the
wisdom and deception to begin the building of the tower of Babel
in rebellion to God. he tower was meant to reach the heaven and
challenge God’s authority over man. How can a mortal man imagine to
6
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begin a building that will reach the heaven? What architectural design
and civil engineering structure could achieve such a dream? hat
kind of a dream and thought must have been inspired by the devil,
knowing fully well the enormous capacity and potentials that God has
put in man and that it will be possible if all mankind can join together
combining all their potentials. Nimrod was a world leader, the whole
earth was under him and if he can be deceived by the devil, then all
of mankind was under his mercy. he devil was able to deceive and
inluence him. Since he is feared by all, all men obeyed him, yielding to
his devilish dream of building the tower that will reach the heavens.
At that time, the whole earth spoke one language and Nimrod
mobilized all the men of the earth to focus all their resources to build
the tower. By the bond of unity and the power of oneness, they were
making good progress. If God had not intervened, they would have
succeeded. A people united with one language, goal, aim and vision
can achieve anything regardless of the circumstances.
God in His wisdom devised an efective and excellent solution to
their madness. Since they all had one language, goal and aim, division
was the only solution. Even Jesus said, “No house divided against itself
shall stand.” Nothing can be achieved by a group of people if they are
not united in mind. God decided to scatter their languages which was
one of their major source of unity and oneness. Ater their language
has been divided, their desire, aim and vision also became divided.
his resulted to a heavy confusion in the camp because they could not
communicate efectively with each other. When a man was asked in
the camp to bring water, he hears another thing in the other language
that God gave him and when another is asked to do a thing, he hears
another diferent thing entirely. None of them were able to comprehend
each other in the camp as each had a diferent language that can’t be
understood by the other. It became even worse in the camp because
all had diferent desires for the moment which divided their focus and
mind. herefore, not all had the desire to build the tower. All that were
summoned by the king to come work returned back to their nations
and lands to go fulil the desire they had in their heart.
he kingdoms and empires of Nimrod became divided and
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destroyed. Another civilization begun with diferent tribes, languages
and nations. he migration of people resulted in the formation of
countries and new nations of people sharing similar values, culture,
tradition and languages. No nation was born in a day, it took time.
Our today’s world is composed of people with diferent languages,
although each nation may have an oicial language that is widely
recognized, but there are so many minority languages with their own
cultures and traditions in the country. hese languages may not be
known globally, but they are worthy of note and spoken by a people.
he inluence of languages on us is as a result and product of our place
of origin and parents.
he language we speak is gotten from the environment we grew
up in. If you were born in a city that speaks a particular language and
practices a speciic culture and tradition, then by default that becomes
a part of you as you grow up into maturity. If you speak Spanish today,
it is either you were born from the lineage of the Spanish people or you
grew up among Spanish people or you decided to study and learn the
Spanish language.
In the same sense, there is a culture and tradition for the prophetic.
his is the modus operandi which God uses in dealing with prophetic
individuals. he language of the prophetic is one part of the culture
and tradition of the prophetic. It is a means of communication that has
been in operation between God and His prophets for centuries. It is
true that the language of communication of God is light and revelation,
but there is a way that light and revelation comes to prophetic people
that is what is called prophetic language.
God uses the prophetic language to communicate His speaking
and counsel in wisdom to His prophets. his language may not be
familiar to someone who is not of the same culture and tradition of
the prophetic. Language can be acquired, but the culture and tradition
always inluences the individual the most. A person that belongs to
the same culture of the prophetic will always have an understanding
of the prophetic speaking of God. You can learn the language of the
prophetic overtime if you remain and grow within the cultural system
and tradition of the prophetic.
8
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When you don’t learn the language of the prophetic, you will ind it
hard to comprehend the speaking of God in your life. he speaking of
God is in mysteries and light, it takes a heart that is open and equipped
enough to perceive such speaking on a consistent basis. God has been
speaking to many people over time, but as a person that is a stranger to
a language, they cannot understand and comprehend His speaking in
their lives.
If you have not learnt Arabic or Hebrew language before, the
day the language is spoken to your hearing, you will deinitely not
understand what is said. You are not able to understand the language
because you were not taught it and it is not part of your culture,
tradition and civilization overtime. he same applies to the prophetic
speaking of God. Even if you were able to hear and perceive the
prophetic speaking, you will not have an understanding or a good
comprehension of what God is saying. What you don’t understand will
have little or no efect on your life. here are diferent means by which
God uses to communicate and talk to us and all of them require some
degree of light and revelation for us to comprehend Him.
he Holy Spirit must be your close and permanent companion if
you must have an absolute understanding of the speaking of God. he
Spirit of God will relate the speaking of God to you in the language
you can understand even if it means Him breaking it down to English
language for you to understand. I consider he Holy Spirit in this
context as the language converter and interpreter and He will guide
you and direct you at all time. Learn to lean on Him as God speaks to
you, so that He will always break it down to a language you are familiar
with. he children of Israel heard God from Moses, but Moses heard
directly from God. You can also hear the speaking of God from His
Holy Spirit of truth.

Pictures and Shapes
Every picture has an intention and every shape has something it
is communicating and revealing. A painter that paints a picture has
an intention in his mind that he wants to communicate, as well as an
emotion and feeling he is revealing. As a prophetic individual, your
encounters will be illed with picture, symbols, signs, numbers and
9
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shapes. Each of these have prophetic signiicance in the spiritual realm
and God uses them to communicate to prophetic people oten.
When you keep seeing a picture in an encounter repeatedly, then
God must be trying to communicate something to you that requires
your careful attention. I do have encounters where I see lots of pictures,
shapes and numbers in diferent patterns in the spirit realm. his
confused me for a while until I realized that each has its meaning in
relating with God. he meaning to each may not be constant and it
may not be literally related to what you saw.
God speaking are mainly in signs and pictures. He always loves to
give you a sign that reveals and points us to something else. It is now
let for us to follow that sign until it reveals to us the realities that lies
in the realm it is pointing to. We must have to study the consistent
speaking and pattern of God, and master those signs and pictures so
that we don’t miss the season and timing of God in our lives.
he prompting of he Holy Spirit in seasons and times can be
in a language of sign and number. God can give you an encounter
showing you a date in number combination and a picture of a symbol
of a location to go. A sign will always point you to something, so also a
symbol represents something other than itself. It is like the shadow of a
reality. Every sickness and disease has a sign and a symptom that points
to the illness itself. When you understand the sign and symptom, you
can discern the sickness and/or disease.
hese are some of the signs in the spirit: loss of peace, constrain in
the spirit, an intuitive knowing and a perception to do a thing, etc. All
these are a sign by he Holy Spirit to guide you aright in your journey
into God. Signs, symbols and pictures are a common experience to
people that pray always in the spirit. As you pray, your mental faculty is
inluenced by God and you begin to see pictures and symbols.
Lots of people know when there is a release of an anointing on
them such as, shaking of the hands, the shaking of a speciic inger, a
feeling of a hot sensation on the palm, head and back, a feeling of the
release of oil on their palm, heaviness of the heart, pain on speciic part
of the body and burning sensation in the eyes, and lots more. hese
10
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dealings and prophetic languages are personal to many people and
their meaning varies and difers from each individual.
hese unspoken signs of he Holy Spirit are a prompting for a
function or an alert to perform a function. When these promptings
and signs are neglected, it leaves a sense of guilt on you. Personally,
when praying and I feel a burden in my heart, I know that I have to
pray for someone that is in trouble. If the prayer is in a group, then the
person is either present or absent. But as I discern the prompting and
focus on praying for the unknown individual, a vision or a revelation
can be given by God of the person so that I can now pray with much
more understanding.
he feeling of pain is common with many people. If you are
ministering in a network of people and you feel a spontaneous
pain on a part of the body of which you know was not there before
that moment, someone in that place may be alicted in that part
needing healing. Spontaneous pain in any part of the body during
a ministration needs to be accurately discerned so as to properly
disseminate the git of healing. here are times when I feel a headache
as if my head will blow up, I know that there is some kind of demonic
activity and spiritual warfare that is going on in the spirit realm. As a
spiritual man that governs that sphere, my spirit is conscious and aware
of the transaction in the spirit. Demonic spirits are trying to build a
resistance against my access to God on a matter. A burning sensation
on my back especially the top of my back is mostly an indication of the
presence of an angel of he Lord that stands by me. he degree of light
and strength I feel helps me discern the category of the being and its
operation, whether to strengthen me or to give me revelatory insight
and revelation. here are many other signs such as: the electrifying of
the hands, uncontrollable cry, joy, sadness, a loss of peace in the heart
and many more. When you feel something and it happens repeatedly
without you comprehending it, you must seek to know it by asking he
Holy Spirit for the meaning so that you don’t miss out in what God
wants to do due to ignorance.
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Symbols and Numbers
here are symbols and numbers that are prophetic and a part of
the prophetic language of God in relating with us which are common.
Just as a sign and a symbol will always point you to something else
whenever you see it, these symbols and numbers also pointers and
refer you to something diferent entirely. I do have dreams where I
see symbols and numbers of which I wonder their meaning. here is
nothing that God will show you for fun! It must be pointing you to
something, or revealing a truth about something that God wants you to
do.
Sometimes, God hides His messages and instructions in symbols
and numbers, so that we can decipher them as a prophetic people. he
revelation of the numbers and symbols may be personal to you. I have
been deciphering many of the symbols and numbers given to me by
God in dreams and visions lately. Mostly God gives you the dates of
events, and timings of happening or a symbol of something He will
want you to get involved in or a symbol that symbolizes and personiies
something else in a city.
You may have a dream seeing 12082016, this may look like a
number in random but by revelation, he Holy Spirit will let you know
that it is a date to watch or observe or do something else. 12082016
is the same as 12/08/2016 that is how simple it is. You may also see
yourself walking toward a symbol of an eagle, lion, horse, sword or
anything, this may look confusing, although it may be a symbol of a
company or a logo of an organization that God wants to connect you
with. Instead of saying go to so organization, He can just decide to
show you their logo and give you a date and a time. Like you can see
a lion logo, and 23122015 and 0130. he numbers may be 23/12/2015
and 01:30 pm/am.
his speaking of God is not complicated at all except you refuse to
be guided by the revelation of he Holy Spirit which is why you have
to maintain a close relationship with he Spirit of God. Many people
have encounters and see numbers, symbols and even colours and they
lack the understanding of these encounters. his month, a friend of
mine came to me with a design of a logo that he did which he said he
12
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saw in a dream. God began speaking to him about a business He wants
him to establish and an assignment that will carry such a logo. It was so
awesome! he same Spirit of Truth that gave you that encounter has the
revelation in Him. If you can only ask in prayer, He will reveal it to you.
Pictures and colours are also uses by God to speak to His people,
you just have to open your heart and be vast in your spirit for God to
speak to you in that manner. hat speaking can only proit you if you
have understanding of the prophetic language of the spirit. I have seen
colours and pictures in my encounters and lack understanding to them
until he Spirit of God revealed to me their meaning. Every colour has
a meaning in the spirit as revealed by he Holy Spirit to you. Pictures
like eagle, lion, and ox can signify foresight and vision or boldness and
strength. Lamb and crown can mean meekness and humility, royalty
and kingship.
his complex prophetic manifestations and experiences are
common to prophetic people. he aim is not to have the experiences,
but also to have an understanding of it. he revelation is what brings
the impartation and causes the functioning and manifestation in
your life. You may be praying for a meeting and suddenly you have a
pictorial glimpse of the meeting which is to tell you that the meeting
will occur and God has it at heart.
I know a friend that studied architecture while in school. He does
have strange downloads of design patterns that don’t make sense to
him because it goes against their normal curriculum for the session,
but those downloads are not from the soulish realm. hey may not
make sense, but are prophetic design patterns for a structure that God
may want to construct on the earth. Your duty in all this is to obey God
and embrace His release, then ask he Holy Spirit for the revelation
overtime. Moses had prophetic downloads of the structural design
pattern for the temple of God and it came to him in pictures, numbers
and symbols. he design he had was also given to another person
anointed by God with a prophetic unction to fulil the purpose of God.
I have a friend that see codes and formulas that has never been seen
and revealed to anyone before. He gets confused about the meaning of
what he always sees. When I took a look at those formulas and codes, I
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realized that they were all patterns and structures for a design that will
form the foundation of a new technology yet to be invented.
It doesn’t matter what God reveals to you, even if that language
of the prophetic is new to you, pray that he Holy Spirit gives you
revelation, insight and understanding to them. God never does
anything for fun, He does it for a function. You may be perplexed
about it now, never lose faith and focus because when it is the time for
the revealing of it to the earth, understanding will be given to you and
you will be amazed at what you document under God.
Past prophetic individuals had series of encounters where they
saw events and pictures of element and things. he common periodic
table was irst discovered in 1869 by Dmitry I. Mendeleyev. He saw
elements and said that those in the same column (group) of the table
as usually arranged have similar properties. In the 20th century, when
the structure of atoms was understood, the table was seen to precisely
relect in increasing order of atomic number. Members of the same
group in the table have the same number of electrons in the outermost
shells of their atoms and form bonds of the same type, usually with
the same valence. he noble gases with full outer shells, generally do
not form bonds. he periodic table has thus greatly deepened the
understanding of bonding and chemical behaviour. It also allowed the
prediction of new elements many of which were later discovered or
synthesized.
his man that discovered the periodic table once said that he oten
to dream at night seeing elements arranging themselves in order, with
numbers and properties speciic to each. Do you realize that he was
not just having a dream, but a dream that changed the whole scope of
science? here are people that are called to be frontiers and pioneers of
some new discoveries on earth. hese people may not be found within
our conventional church and ministry, but they are surely prophetic in
God.
A prophet was asked by God what he saw in the scripture, and he
said that he was seeing men like trees until he was positioned to see
aright. What he saw at irst was the initial, but there is a deeper light
and revelation to what God wanted him to see apart from men as
14
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being trees. So also what you see that has no meaning to you now; has
a better meaning in God, why not look again from the eye vista of he
Holy Spirit you will see clearly.
And this is the writing that was written, MENE, MENE,
TEKEL, UPHARSIN. his is the interpretation of the thing:
MENE; God hath numbered thy kingdom, and inished it.
TEKEL; hou art weighed in the balances, and art found
wanting. PERES; hy kingdom is divided, and given to the
Medes and Persians.
Daniel 5:25-28
In the kingdom of Babylon what everyone saw as MENE, MENE,
TEKEL, UPHARSIN was beyond just a word written in a foreign
tongue, it was actually a judgment and a decree by God. Only a
prophetic individual that has an understanding of the language of the
prophetic was able to decipher it for all to comprehend the speaking
and the decree of God. Joseph also had dreams of seeing the sun, moon
and the stars bowing down to him and he gave the interpretation to his
family. hey didn’t believe him until it came to past.
Whatever you keep seeing in whatever prophetic language that
God chooses to speak to you must have a better reality than what you
just imagined it to be. Why not pray that he Holy Spirit reveals to
you what it entails and if it be of evil because of your love for God it
will not hurt you. If it be for good because of that same love for God, it
will come to pass in your life. Your love for God will always repel evil
around you, but attract the good of God.
Many people believe in a lie from the devil about their dreams and
revelation. Don’t let the devil deceive you that what you see is evil as
long as you love God and desire the prosperity of His kingdom, He will
not permit evil to befall you. May God help you to comprehend His
prophetic language and speaking as He communicates with you in your
prophetic journey into Him. Amen.
Shalom!!!
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inluence, anointing and investment. He is also a proliic writer. He has
authored many books such as Pathway to he Anointing, he Vision of
a Great People, Roadmap for a Weary Sojourner and many others. He
has been a instrument in the revival movement within Nigeria. He is
resident in Laia, Nasarawa State.

About the Author
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Correspondance

BOOKS BY THE SAME AUTHOR

ROADMAP FOR A WEARY SOJOURNER
his manuscript is likened to a compass employed by a
spiritual sojourner to journey to the desire destination
without being weary and tired, lacking the strength,
passion, zeal, courage, and the understanding to press
further into the realm of light and life.

PATHWAY TO THE ANOINTING
Pathway to the anointing is not just a product of a
research done in the lesh, but a personal dealing of
walking with he Holy Spirit over time which has
resulted to a smearing of the anointing upon my life by
God.

VISION OF A GREAT PEOPLE
he vision of a great people is a lile story and a iction
of a family who has been helped by God and still being
helped by Him. Among many systems of God expansion
upon the face of the earth, a man is pivotal.

Other Books by the Same Author
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Feedback
Contact;

My heart bursts its banks, spilling beauty and goodness. I pour it out in a poem to the
king, shaping the river into words:
Ps 45:1 MSG
he Lord gave the word: great was the company of those that published it.
Ps 68:11 KJV
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Youtube

Phone No.: +2348152638323

We will be glad to hear from!
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